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Lientec helps its clients stay ahead of the
competition in the digital world by providing cutting-
edge solutions in the fields of information
technology, networks, websites, and digital
marketing . 



HI
THERE!

At Lientec, we believe in crafting digital experiences that
bring your business to the forefront. Our experienced
team of IT, network, and digital marketing professionals
provide custom solutions tailored to fit your brand. We
understand the importance of staying ahead of the game
when it comes to modern technology, so we strive to
keep our clients on the cutting edge. Our solutions are
designed to help you reach your goals and maximize
success. Contact us today to learn more about how we
can help you take your business to the next level.
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Linetec is a social media application development and
management company.
We also provide IT network services, marketing services
through social media, web design, and mobile application
development.
We were founded in 2007 in Egypt after that, we moved to
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 2015 and now we are in the
United Arab Emirates  with the mission of providing quality
and affordable IT services to businesses and individuals.
Our team of highly skilled and experienced professionals are
dedicated to providing our clients with the best possible
service.
We pride ourselves on our ability to deliver quality work on
time and within budget. We are committed to providing our
clients with the highest level of customer service and
satisfaction.
At Lientec, we believe in crafting digital experiences that
bring your business to the forefront. Our experienced team
of IT, network, and digital marketing professionals provide
custom solutions tailored to fit your brand. We understand
the importance of staying ahead of the game when it
comes to modern technology, so we strive to keep our
clients on the cutting edge. Our solutions are designed to
help you reach your goals and maximize success .
We pride ourselves on our ability to deliver quality services
at competitive prices .
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CEO MESSAGE
At Lientec, we believe in crafting digital experiences that bring your
business to the forefront. Our experienced team of IT, network, and
digital marketing professionals provide custom solutions tailored to
fit your brand. We understand the importance of staying ahead of
the game when it comes to modern technology, so we strive to
keep our clients on the cutting edge. Our solutions are designed to
help you reach your goals and maximize success. Contact us today
to learn more about how we can help you take your business to the
next level .



HOW
WE WORK

To successfully carry out a project with
Linetec, it is important to follow the
necessary steps. The first step is to review
the project and identify any potential
risks or difficulties. 
After complete comprehension, we
should plan and discuss next steps with
the our team. 

This ensures that all stakeholders are
aware of the timeline,
 process and will be able to handle
any issues that may arise as the
project progresses. 

With proper planning and regular
communication between relevant
parties, every task can be
accomplished in a successful
manner.



OUR
SERVICE
LINETEC

SERVICE'S

Linetec, we specialize in the development, management, and marketing
of social media applications. We have an extensive list of services that are
tailored to address the needs of our clients ranging from simple web
design to complex data-driven applications. Our clients are from all
different industries, from small businesses to large enterprises. We offer
services such as the development and customization of websites, the
creation and management of e-commerce stores, and the integration of
social media into a businesses current systems. We focus on providing
user-friendly, secure, and cost-effective solutions that are tailored to the
individual needs of our clients

1- Social Media Applications Development & Management .
2-Information Technology Network Services.
3-Marketing Services Via Social Media.
4-Computer Systems & Communication Equipment Software Design.
5-IT Infrastructure. 
6-Web-Design.
7-Computer Systems Housing Services.
8- Web-Hosting.



MEET
THE TEAM

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science.
17+ years of experience managing IT operations.
Strong experience with network security.

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science.
+10 years experience managing Full-Stack
Developers 

Bachelor of Business Administration .
+8 years experience managing Digital Marketing
team , Provide projects with strategic direction
and define the guidelines from which the creative
teams can develop their digital creatives. • Convert
client-articulated needs into strategically sound
proposals with current clients as well as new
business partners. • 

Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering .
+10 years Experience in  Conduct on site
investigations and analyze data (maps, reports,
tests, drawings and other).
• Analyze the type of raw materials, labor, and
miscellaneous costs to ensure the smooth
implementation of an engineering project.
• Organizing materials and required construction
equipment by dealing with suitable vendors and
companies.

 works to bring our clients the best possible outcomes
with the most efficiency and cost-effectiveness. To do
this, we utilize the most advanced technologies
combined with a hands-on approach to ensure that all of
our projects have a successful outcome. We have
experienced and knowledgeable staff who are well-
versed in the latest techniques and know how to create
the perfect digital solution for our clients. 

ibrahim

Ahmed

Fatma

AMR

CEO

CTO

Digital
Marketing
Manager

Project
Manager



OUR
PROJECT
There are few things more satisfying than seeing a project
through from start to finish, especially when it's something we're
passionate about. Seeing our hard work and dedication pay off is
an incredible feeling, and it's even better when we can share that
sense of accomplishment with others. Here are a few projects
we're particularly proud of.

Maherjewellery Co. LLC
Designing and developing the
website, writing content, and
designing the company's visual
identity, and Web Hosting . The
company's location is the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, in the Riyadh region
 3.
Website URL :https://maherjewellery.com.sa

Engineering agencies EST
Designing and developing the
website, writing content,
establishing and installing the
company's internal network.Make
complete preparations and protect
and link their branches.The
company's location is the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, in the Riyadh region.
Website  URL :https://eae-ksa.com

Telal Co. Ltd

Seven Towers. LLC

Designing and developing the
website, writing content, creating
and installing the company's internal
network, and Web Hosting . 
Make complete preparations and
protect it and tie its branches.E-
marketing work for all products.
Managing social media channels.The
company's headquarters is in Giza,
Egypt.
Website URL :https://telaleg.com

Designing and developing the website,
writing content, creating and installing
the company's internal network.
Make complete preparations and
protect it and tie its branches.E-
marketing work for all
products.Managing social media
channels,  and Web Hosting . 
The company's headquarters is in the
United Arab Emirates, Dubai.
Website URL :https://7towers.net

https://maherjewellery.com.sa/
https://maherjewellery.com.sa/
https://eae-ksa.com/
https://telaleg.com/
https://7towers.net/


HOW IT
WORKS?
Process 1
We at Linetec analyze and study all data from
the client in order to better understand their
needs and wants. This allowes us to provide
them with the best possible service. We believe
that by doing this, we can create a long-lasting
relationship with the client.
we take data analysis and client study very
seriously. We believe that by understanding
our client's data, we can provide them with the
best possible service. We take the time to
analyze and study all data from the client, and
use this information to customize our services
to best meet their needs. This dedication to our
clients is just one of the things that makes
Linetec the best choice for all your data needs.

Process 2
There's a lot that goes into starting a new
project at work. First, we need to come up with
an idea of what we want to do. This usually
involves some discussion and brainstorming
with our team. Once we have a general idea,
we need to start designing the project. This
means figuring out what our end goal is and
determining what steps we need to take to get
there. Once we have a plan, we can start
developing the project. This includes writing
any code or creating any materials that we
need. Finally, we can start working on the
project itself. This is where we actually execute
our plan and start making progress towards
our goal.

When it comes to planning, we
believe that everyone deserves

access to quality advice and
guidance from Lintec



CLIENTS
FEEDBACK

Saleh ElRashid
We at the Engineering Agencies Company have had
the pleasure of partnering with Linetec on multiple
projects. They are extremely professional,
responsive, and resourceful in every aspect! We
designed their website and were amazed by their
vision and creativity, which helped us deliver an
outstanding result. Linetec is one of the best
companies we've ever worked with - they masters in
work and excels in interactions.

Amr Mohamed
I have had the pleasure of working with Linetec for
several years now and I cannot recommend them
enough. They have provided world-class website
design and content writing services for me and my
customers. Their attention to detail, quality of work,
and customer service is unmatched. The results can
be seen in an increase in customers within a short
period. Linetec is truly one of the best companies in
the field.



At Lientec, we believe in crafting digital experiences that bring
your business to the forefront. Our experienced team of IT,
network, and digital marketing professionals provide custom
solutions tailored to fit your brand. We understand the
importance of staying ahead of the game when it comes to
modern technology, so we strive to keep our clients on the
cutting edge. Our solutions are designed to help you reach your
goals and maximize success. Contact us today to learn more
about how we can help you take your business to the next level
Join us now .

+971-543466461

info@linetechnology.net

www.linetechnology.net

Tariq Bin Ziyad Rd, Dubai,
Business Village .

Phone

Mail

Site

Address


